
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Osterwoche 

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

der Osterbrauch, die Osterbrauche (Easter custom or tradition) 
die Ostersitte, die Ostersitten (Easter custom or tradition) 

Easter Emotions 
Easter fires glow for miles around and illuminate the dark night. 

You often see beautifully decorated eggs in splendor. They hang -
blown out - in bouquets of spring flowers, painted with lots of love, 
and they touch your heart with their beauty. 

Bunnies made of chocolate are loved throughout the land, and 
their long ears magically attract the children. On Easter Sunday 
the little ones are searching for eggs which have previously been 
hidden and the parents are engrossed in the hunt, until they are 
finally all discovered. 

Bouquets with forsythia and narcissus are laughing at you and 
for the holiday dinner you often find lamb. Glazed in white, as a 
symbol of innocence, it is often made into a cake. To treasure old 
traditions means you have to understand them too. 

There is a deeper meaning to all those wonderful customs: 
fire, rabbits, lambs and eggs are symbols for renewal. Christians 
celebrate the "Resurrection", Jews celebrate their "Paschal Feast." 
It is a kind of deliverance when the lights brighten the night. 

Colorful eggs, Easter bunnies wrapped in shiny golden paper, 
flowers which sprout in spring - that really is embellishing. Despite 
the commercialism we should be receptive to the little wonders we 
can see when we wander through the world, with our eyes wide 
open. 

After all, the new life is a gift to all of us and when the Easter 
bells ring, we should all remember that. Keep alive the old customs 
and traditions and bear them in remembrance. Therefore we think 
about the meaning and the significance of this holiday, especially 
during the Easter vigil. 

Gesegnete Ostern! 

Eastel_:!ime in Germany 

Children search for 
chocolate eggs that they believe the Easter bunny 
has left in the garden. Real eggs are dyed bright 
colors, decorated with patterns, and hung from 
branches. An egg is a sign of new life. People 
also eat special Easter bread that is baked in the 
shape of a lamb, another symbol of new life. 

For kids, Easter can be a fun holiday that involves 
decorating and hunting for eggs, or waking up to 
discover pastel-colored baskets_filled with sweet treats 
like chocolate and jellybeans. 

German Easter Traditions 

In the weeks prior to Easter, Germany gets ready for a new season: 
You will see spring flowers on display and many t rad itional "Easter 
trees", twigs and brushes dripping with colorfully decorated eggs. The 
custom of boiling and painting eggs, the symbols of new life, began in 
Germany; the bright colors represent sunlight and growth. 

If other small presents are given at Easter, they are sometimes put inside a cardboard Easter egg, decorated with 
spring flowers, Easter bunnies or chicks, which separates into two pieces to reveal the present. 

Ostern ist ein bewecliches° Fest. Zu Ostern beschenkt man sich 
gcwohnlich mit Oster~iern. Die kleinen Kinder glauben, daB der 
O s!erhase diese Eier bringt. Er versteckt sie irgendwo im Hause 
oder im Garten, und am O stermorgen fangen jung und alt an, sie 
zu suchen. 
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